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Across the nation, vulnerable members of our communities rely on
nonprofit organizations like yours to provide help and some protection in
turbulent times. Like an actual storm shelter, your organization's structure
must stand strong to fulfill its mission. In order to achieve stability,
nonprofits need to build and reinforce the steadfast support of a dedicated
staff. It's their sheer will and effort that supports an entire organization.
Without those employees, your structure can collapse and the nonprofit
will fail. However, you can withstand the ravages of financial, strategic
and geopolitical uncertainties by overcoming retention barriers such as
economic competition from other employers. The five vital employee
engagement practices described in this book will help you to sustain your
organization's workforce and maintain a refuge that weathers all storms.
America has continued a trend from previous years: Unemployment
dropped to a nearly 50-year low, which means that employees seeking
higher-paid positions outside your nonprofit now have the opportunity to
act on their impulse. What can you do to keep them home where they
belong?
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WARNING: Failure to learn and implement these five crucial
strategies could result in your nonprofit's inability to stand tall
in challenging times.
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The following 5
strategies will help
your organization
retain its most
valuable asset—your
employees—while also
avoiding expensive
turnover costs

1
Consistently Benchmark Compensation Ranges by Industry and Location

It is vital to the success of your organization that you approach employee
compensation with the accuracy of metrics. Routine benchmarking
of your salaries and benefits against those of your employment
competition can help you retain valuable employees. Before you can
offer the right pay, you must know what the competition is offering.
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What Benchmarking Means to Your Retention
In order to reach your goals and fulfill your mission, you need to know what skills are required and how many people you need to achieve success.
To determine the answers to these questions, you must analyze vital metrics including employee turnover, wages, opportunities for promotion and
your organization's hierarchy. Knowing this information can help you understand, identify and correct underlying weaknesses in your organization.¹
If you're hiring and training people only to lose them before your expense has been covered, studying key metrics on turnover rates combined
with average wages may help you focus on the cause of your problem, be it pay, engagement, or something else entirely. From there, you can find
employees and strategies that make for a better fit.
You then need to learn how to interpret and respond to the metrics you uncover. But don't fear the answers you uncover—there is no "ideal" turnover
rate, even within your specific mission. However, knowing where you fall within the range of employers in your geographic region and mission can
help you make deliberate and informed choices in pay and benefits. Simply put, you won't know what you can do until you see a complete picture of
how you compare.
An annual benchmark report card covers all the basics, but if you find that a particular issue or program requires additional follow-up, which will most
likely be the case, you should consider tracking it quarterly in order to continuously monitor key metrics.²
Affordable Benchmarking: Nonprofits Helping Nonprofits
While paid data resources can provide detailed information, their costs generally reach beyond the budget of a small- or medium-sized organization.
Fortunately, most states offer affordable resources for the information you need. The National Council for Nonprofits, a nonprofit itself, connects
nonprofit organizations with localized associations that offer data-based best practices information.³ A quick review of the map will provide the
contact information you need to get in touch with the nonprofit association in your state. For example, the Maine Association of Nonprofits (MANP)
publishes a survey that describes the latest rankings of salaries and benefits for all participating nonprofits in the state. "Any nonprofit experiencing
staff retention issues should, first, verify that their salaries correspond to regional benchmarks with other nonprofits," said MANP Executive Director
Jennifer Hutchins. "The 2018 Nonprofit Compensation Report: Wages and Benefits⁴ is an affordable source of information in Maine. Association
members who participate in the survey receive it for free. Once you have the data, your executive director should have a conversation with your
board of directors ensuring that the organization is adequately investing resources in retaining the staff needed to achieve desired outcomes toward
reaching mission goals."
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Maine's association also provides other resources for nonprofits, such as training, advocacy and legal assistance. Their publication, Guiding Principles
& Practices⁵, provides a free online best-practices guide for nonprofit leaders including the chapter, "Staff & Volunteer Management." The associations
in most other states offer similar reports. For information on benchmarking against for-profit businesses, contact your state's department of labor
or your local chamber of commerce. Membership in associations vary by state and are usually based on a sliding scale so that newer or smaller
nonprofits can take advantage of the information without financial hardship.
Nonprofits with larger operating budgets may be able to invest in research conducted by the Employers Council⁶. This nonprofit provides help with
Employment Law, HR, Training and surveys. While their fees are higher, you'll find a broad scope of research that includes for-profit salaries and
benefits. If most of your employment competition is coming from the for-profit sector, it may be worth the investment.
Start with Salaries
You went through a rigorous hiring process and found employees who formed a team that has created awesome results. But then, one by one,
members of your team leave for other jobs. What went wrong? It may be tempting to solely blame the comparatively low financial picture of a
nonprofit organization. However, there are winning strategies that the smart HR professional can use to retain employees longer, so the organization
benefits from their professional growth and accumulating experience. It's not just about money—nor is it just about the mission. Employees need
you to understand that a complex blend of mission and compensation—including professional development—will help them stay with you longer.
Some salary benchmarking strategists argue that employees these days have a lot more access to compensation information on the internet. It's true,
there is more transparency than ever, but it doesn't have to act against you. With the right benchmarking plan in place, you can make good use of this
information. Bear in mind that low turnover can be a sign that you're paying more than the standard.⁷ Finding a balance between overpayment and
underpayment will only happen when you benchmark your salaries against the competition.⁸
What Else to Benchmark?
Retaining personnel requires benchmarking information that goes beyond the hiring process. For example, knowing how often you promote from
within could be a crucial factor in staff retention. You should dig deeper than this, of course. Say, for example, your organization diligently promotes
male employees to management positions but fails to promote females at the same rate; this could signal a serious problem. It's important to study
all aspects of "promotions" as a topic in order to uncover issues.
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The first step, of course, is to know where your organization stands by benchmarking your situation regularly. The 2019 State of the Workforce
Report⁹ from the ADP Research Institute (ADPRI) provides the benchmarks needed to gain a better understanding of employee retention in different
organizations. This new data will help you measure the effectiveness of your diversity and inclusion programs. If your organization lacks such programs,
this data will show how you compare to other employers who do have such systems in place.
It's no secret that pay gaps between men and women still exist in today's society. And yes, even in well-intentioned nonprofits, gender-based pay
disparity remains a critical problem. If you catch this with benchmarking, it's critical that you monitor the situation closely.
In an Ever-Changing Field, Knowledge Truly Is Power
You must be aggressive in pursuit of frequent benchmark updates. Stay abreast of your status in relation to compensation by industry and location.
The employee you hired six months ago could go online today and discover new information on salaries and other perks that recently developed for
a particular skill-set. With the shortages of skilled labor, transferable skills are more desirable today than ever before. The question then arises: How
often should I benchmark? The answer is simple (though painful): How often do you want to be caught off-guard when a valued employee leaves?
Pay careful attention to your nonprofit's annual calendar when planning your benchmarking activities. Find those times when you can move ahead
with benchmarking, and then be sure to follow through consistently.
Be sure to understand the particular needs of your nonprofit and know that it might not reflect what is measured in the for-profit business world. Of
course, it's valuable to study the metrics for your particular location. If you're located in a region where the cost of living is higher than the national
average, be sure to recognize and measure the degree to which it affects your employees' ability to stay with you.
Retention Is Not Enough
Tracking retention, alone, is not the solution to all of your concerns. Some employees may be staying in place while waiting for a better opportunity
to present itself. They're not necessarily doing their best work for you, and they will not hesitate to leave when the chance arises. So, for the weeks,
months or even years that they are occupying that position, don’t assume everything is good. More than retention, you need employee loyalty.
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Try measuring who is satisfied in their job for the long term. How do you know what to measure? Business expert Jon Picoult listed nuanced metrics
to prioritize:¹⁰
•

Ask the right questions on employee satisfaction surveys. How likely would it be for the staff member to recommend your organization as
a workplace and why.

•

Track your real referrals. When you interview job candidates, ask them if they were referred by a current or past employee.

•

Track employee suggestions. A loyal employee is more likely to make suggestions for workplace improvements.

Whether you're making your first foray into benchmarking employee retention, or you're taking it to the next level with regular studies on employee
loyalty, you're already doing better than many other organizations. Remember to create and follow a solid benchmarking schedule to track this
information frequently, and then you will be properly prepared to build and maintain your organization's robust workforce. There truly is power in
knowledge, and this is how you plug in.
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2
Track Your Leading Competitors' Benefits and Perks

Many nonprofit agencies pay as though the joys of achieving a communitybased mission should be enough to stay in a job. However, long hours, low
pay and meager benefits do cause employees to leave, sooner or later. Don't
accept massive turnover as a cost of doing business. There's a better way.
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It May Be Time to Modernize
Benefits come in all sizes and shapes. Instead of figuring in just the cost of losing employees, why not also find ways to increase retention by offering
targeted modern-day benefits? This can leverage the value of your dollars by improving your workers' lives — and showing that you consider them
important to the mission.
This might come as a surprise, but successful for-profit competitors may just be more focused on workforce wellbeing than your civic-minded
nonprofit. Have no illusions — the competition is doing this because it makes good business sense. They've discovered that trusting employees with
benefits like working from home can be a success when everyone acts responsibly. Importantly, today's business leaders are realizing that employees
who are treated better, perform better.¹¹ Unlimited PTO and vacation travel reimbursement are examples of modern benefits that can leverage your
budget as well as lift morale, boost employee loyalty, and strengthen your entire organization through increased productivity.
Tools for Tracking
If you're just beginning to understand the importance of following the competition's benefits, then your next question will likely be, "But, how do
we do it?" There are several methods to track your competition, and some will cost you more than others. The internet helps with plenty of free
resources, such as the Harvard Business Review¹². What you spend in research will depend on your need to see specific results rather than industry
trends and your budget. Start broad and see how far that takes you.
Smart Benefits Help You Collar the Dollar
You may never be able to match the pay scale of your for-profit competitors. However, workers also value benefits and supportive workplace policies.
Two things to track: your employees' needs, and your competition's efforts to fulfill those needs. When making comparisons, remember to break
down roles into the functions they serve. You will likely find similarities to your competition's jobs. Knowing where they stand empowers you to stay
competitive by leveraging your budget's impact.¹³
Of course, large for-profits offer expensive benefits. For example, a corporation may offer high-deductible health plans (HDHP) as part of a package
that includes regular health insurance. Companies are no longer offering HDHPs alone, as they won't appeal to most employees, and offering HDHPs
solely can make you look bad in comparison. Benchmarking the competition's overall benefits against what you can afford — by job function — is the
best way to discern which particular benefits (or cost-saving alternatives) would present a viable option. The following creative suggestions might be
worthwhile strategies.
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"65% of large organizations offered High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP) in addition to a traditional PPO
health plan; only 5% offered a HDHP as a total replacement for traditional PPO plans in 2018."¹⁴
Remote Work and Flexible Work Policies
Working from home or on a flexible schedule is nothing new, but it's more popular than ever. A recent Gallup workplace study found that more
than 40% of Americans now work remotely for at least part of their schedule¹⁵. The numerous benefits beyond overall retention include increased
workforce diversity, improved retention of working mothers, as well as increased engagement and productivity.
Of course, this benefit is not for every organization or business. For example, a hospital can't let surgeons operate from home. Look at the company
offering such flexibility, and study how they have fostered these practices. Be clear on the differences between remote work and flexible scheduling.
You may need to start with flexible scheduling and strategically add in a remote workforce. If some of your staff are allowed to work from home —
even part of the time — and it makes the difference in retention and loyalty — it's worth tracking.
The Nonprofit Edge: Public Service Loan Forgiveness
As a nonprofit, you could have a distinct advantage when it comes to student loans. Employees who stay in qualifying nonprofit employment for a
minimum of 10 years, and make 120 qualifying monthly loan payments during that time, can have their remaining student debt removed. No for-profit
competition can compete, making this a win-win-win situation for your organization, your employees and the community you serve.
According to the US Department of Education¹⁶:
Qualifying employment for the PSLF Program is not about the specific job that you do for your employer. Rather, it is about who your
employer is. Employment with the following types of organizations qualifies for [Public Service Loan Forgiveness] PSLF:
•
•
•

Government organizations at any level (federal, state, local, or tribal)
Not-for-profit organizations that are tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code
Other types of not-for-profit organizations that are not tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, if their primary
purpose is to provide certain types of qualifying public services
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Be sure to visit the website and review your qualifications as an employer before making any offers. But if you qualify, this could be a serious incentive
for your employees to stay … at little or no cost to you.
Retirement Savings
Mature workers are still rebounding from the long-term effects of the Great Recession. Their struggles to save adequately for retirement are worth
studying, as late-career employees could appreciate assistance with its enormous costs. Gaps in healthcare coverage, alone, can average $280,000
for retired couples. Niche companies specializing in optimizing retirement funds are available to help. Simply educating these employees on how to
maximize their savings can have a profound effect on their outcome. It's worth tracking how businesses are helping them prepare for life after work.
More Creative Possibilities
Many companies offer voluntary benefits that reach outside the standard box. If you're not currently offering these, or if you're limited in your
offerings, it's time to pay closer attention to your employment competition. Some supplemental but useful benefits include the following:¹⁷
•

Critical Illness Coverage. Fifteen percent of companies report that they offer this type of insurance, which can be extremely helpful to the staff
members who require it while also providing peace of mind to everyone else.

• Accident Insurance. This is another form of coverage that will help those who experience the need while having the added value of peace of mind
for the rest of your staff.
•

Disability Income. In the event an employee becomes disabled and unable to work, this coverage will help provide for their family.

•

Dental Insurance. Providing dental services is important to most of the US workforce. If your nonprofit lacks this coverage, or even an affinity
group discount on it, you are woefully behind the competition.

•

Life Insurance. This will help employees leave worries behind when this worst-case scenario occurs to one of them, so it should be high on your
list of basic benefits to benchmark.

Beyond the above-listed basics, you could offer benefits that cover identity theft protection, pet insurance or legal assistance. These will save
your employees' cost of living expenses while you leverage funding into targeted high satisfaction-response benefits. See how your competition is
diversifying their benefits portfolio, and try it yourself. As always, assess your staff’s particular needs before moving forward with implementation.
Perhaps your nonprofit uses vendors that might offer perks for employees. You can pass along discounts without extra strain on your budget.¹⁸ Small
surprises can mean a big jump in employee loyalty. Officially recognize good work and check your vendors for decent yet affordable rewards.
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3
Share Timelines and Solicit Involvement for Employee Engagement Initiatives
Modern benefits are indeed useful for retention but that is not the
whole story. To be fully engaged, nonprofit employees need to feel
they have a say in what goes on at work. The trick is, you must involve
your staff in developing and implementing the critical cultural and
environmental initiatives designed to engage them in their work. The
following strategies for this are intuitive, low-cost and easy to execute.
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"... if you delay your normal exit interviews for six months, and then ask the departed employee why they left, their delayed
response almost always reveals it was because they were frustrated or that they were poorly managed."¹⁹

Common Keys to Engagement
Studies have long proven that engaged employees are more likely to stay and disengaged employees are more likely to leave. But the question
remains, how do you quantify, support and grow engagement? The 2018 State of the Workforce Management Report advises that a stressful work
environment was tracked at 21% of reasons for failed retention, and limited opportunities for advancement cause more than one in ten employees
to quit their job. You can avoid this by sharing openly how and when your nonprofit will remedy any such situation.
Make this dialogue part of a strategic retention plan to prevent and solve the crisis of disengagement. While setting up and maintaining a viable set
of strategies presents its own challenges, they are minimal compared to problems posed by a lack of preparation. Another recent report²⁰ shows that
18% of executives say a lack of an employee engagement strategy is the biggest challenge they face. They're troubled by "an inability to measure and
assess engagement" — a situation you can address by following some basic guidelines mentioned in this section. Then, you can solicit managers and
employees to improve their work experience.
FIRST FOCUS: MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MANAGERS
According to TLNT.com, "Up to 75% of the factors that frustrated [lost workers] and caused them to begin looking elsewhere were controlled by their
manager." Advise your managers to get actively involved in working with staff on employee engagement and retention initiatives. Provide them with
the tools to keep their staff happy, and watch your retention levels rise.
Loyalty Leaders
A surprising half to three-quarters of all turnover is actually preventable, if managers know how to implement all the tools and strategies available.
Do your managers have the tools they need? Help them to develop a loyalty leader mindset²¹, and your team will benefit greatly. Knowing what to
suggest to managers can help in times when most employees are "at will" and free to resign, with or without notice.
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Following are some low-cost Retention Tools provided by TLNT.com for managers that produce high-impact results:
Conduct "stay interviews." Ask current employees why they choose to stay. Once you know, you can implement strategies to support these reasons.
1. Show them the impact of their work. This is a common tactic in nonprofit management, but if it has been a while since your staff has seen the
beneficial results of their work in the community, make time for it.
2. Ask highly valued employees to let you know if they plan to leave. If key employees are frustrated in their jobs and seeking other employment,
wouldn't you want to know before they leave? Learn why they're making a change and discuss possible ways to keep them loyal.
3. Identify what motivates your targeted employees. Be sure to know what keeps your highly valued employees in place. Compensation? Benefits?
Culture? Mission? Their needs will likely change over time, so it's a good idea to survey them at least once a year.
4. Develop a list of positive/negative job-related factors. Consider giving them more of what works and less of what doesn't. If their survey
responses share that they enjoy working on a new piece of equipment, find out how you might update other equipment they use. Items that
employees often report as negatives, such as paperwork or back-to-back travel, should be managed meaningfully in the employee's work schedule.
5. Personalize Your Personnel Department. Maximize the impact of surveys by developing individualized employee retention plans for workers
based on their responses. Show you know and care about their personal needs and wants.
6. Work with staff to create personalized "how to manage me best" profiles. Ask workers to spell out the most-effective and least-effective
strategies for their own management. Create a profile when they start at your organization, and update it every couple of years.
7. Give them a say in solving problems. Most staff members want to produce more, and often they know what is holding them back. Help them
resolve barriers buried in the organization's culture, scheduling, or somewhere else.
Every one of the above recommendations will serve your organization well if used appropriately. Care should be taken, however, to follow the "spirit"
that underlies this list: Know your employees' needs. If a manager has a longtime staff member who is overdue for promotion, sending an email of
thanks for a successful project could backfire. This is especially true if the employee has been watching younger staff members hopscotch past them
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SECOND FOCUS: GO STRAIGHT TO THE SOURCE, THE STAFF
You've begun improving staff engagement by working with managers, but it's also critical to solicit employee involvement directly. Colorado Nonprofit
Association Director of Membership Services Gerry Rasel has the distinct experience of working for a nonprofit that supports best-practices in other
nonprofits. Personal experience informs her work. "My best tip for any nonprofit is that it's always about listening to your staff," she said. "I work at
a place that is really, really good at that. As an employee, the respect I feel and the knowledge that my opinion is heard goes a long way to keeping
me engaged at work."
Share timelines and give your employees a voice in the organization's retention initiatives. Implementing a plan is a critical beginning, but it's
important to update your strategies regularly, and to do so you should hear the voices of your employees. Not all nonprofits make that effort.
Nearly three-quarters of nonprofit executives make a conscious effort to engage employees, but only 37% report that they've recently updated their
employee engagement plan. This reveals the underlying issue that many nonprofits fail to formalize their engagement plan schedule as much as they
formalize other routines in the organization. With a formal schedule in place to ask, listen and respond to your staff members, you're more likely to
raise employee engagement and hold it at acceptable levels. More than 70% of nonprofit executives surveyed cited "Increasing Employee Satisfaction
& Engagement" as a priority. The only priority that earned a higher number was "Recruiting and Retaining Top Talent." So, whatever you can do to
increase employee engagement and retention will go a long way to meeting what are likely the top two priorities of your nonprofit's leadership.²²
A Culture of Action
Dialoguing with your staff is important, but it can also be risky. If employees share their ideas but nothing is implemented — there's no active response
— they will disengage altogether, quickly.²³ You can prevent that disaster by moving forward efficiently with a culture that supports communication
and action. Organize their input into four distinct areas for a coordinated response:
1.

Leadership.
• Schedule regular informational sessions with various team leaders to explain the organization's status and opportunities for the future
• Create opportunities for employees to share their understanding of the organization's values.

2.

Enablement.
• Create a transparent resources report so staff members can see and discuss openly where funds are allocated.
• Bring clients in to share their success stories and allow coworkers to share their successes that were dependent on the help of their
teammates.
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3.

Alignment.
• Ask employees to write their own job descriptions when hired and then annually. Look for changes in the descriptions and let the manager
and staff member work it out and then update HR if changes have occurred or if original descriptions were incorrect.
• Use an Intranet to encourage staff/leadership communication. Leaders can pose and answer questions online.
• Schedule a quarterly awards event that recognizes staff for their achievements. Avoid rewarding the same people repeatedly at the expense
of quieter employees.

4.

Development.
• Offer personal or professional coaching. Set up a budget and allocate a set number of sessions, but allow the employee to maintain control
regarding the content.
• Create a peer-tutoring program where workers can share extra-curricular or work-related skills with their fellow employees while improving
public speaking skills and honing leadership abilities. Note responses to various topics.

You shouldn't throw everything at all four engagement areas at once. Don't risk chaotic and failing programs, especially when funding is tight and
time to devote to these initiatives may be short. Organizations that report the most impactful results carefully select one or two projects at a time.²⁴
Go Beyond²⁵
The good news is, many engagement initiatives suggested from for-profits already happen in nonprofits. While your for-profit competition is trying to
align their company with a purpose, your nonprofit has made a mission of it. Now, build on that with ideas that go beyond the usual:
•

Healthy Snacks. Fewer than half of employers make healthy snacks or a healthy cafeteria available to their employees. Yet, three-quarters of
employees want access to healthy foods onsite. Rethink the choices in your vending machine, and take a vote for options to increase staff input.

•

Vigorous Health and Wellness Programs. The economy is quickly moving to a freelance paradigm. Robust health and wellness programs make a
significant draw for employees. Help build health, relaxation and fun by offering on-site yoga or dance classes.

•

Have Fun. Set aside Friday afternoons for a staff activity that's just for fun and team-building. Host a scavenger hunt for animals in the local zoo,
take a group bike ride, enjoy a frozen yogurt social or take a group painting class. Find something fun for everyone.

•

Make It Visual. Create and share a flowchart that demonstrates how certain tasks performed by an employee ultimately help to fulfill the
organization's mission.
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•

Let Them Explore. Create paths that help team members move laterally within the organization. A transferred worker can explore a new passion
while you keep that person in the building.

• Make Leaders Approachable. Have the organization's leader host weekly office hours, two hours a week, where employees can explore ideas and
concerns that keep them engaged.
•

Pay Attention Online. Watch for patterns in Glassdoor reviews to spotlight areas that need improvement.

• Reward Coursework. Offer points or tangible rewards for those who take work-related open source courses. Online classes and tutorials abound.
Encourage your workforce to learn.
Think creatively, proactively and prudently, and you'll discover a multitude of affordable ways for your team to become involved in developing their
own reasons for engagement.
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6 Reasons Your Nonprofit Employees QUIT

4

Create Custom Benefits That Address Your Employees’ Specific Needs

Perhaps because many nonprofits are started by volunteers, it may
seem that salaried workers aren't necessary. But growth brings
increased demands, and in time healthy nonprofits always require paid
staff to attain and maintain a professional level of accomplishment.
When that happens, it's time to consider the needs of employees.
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Check Your Generations
The three main generations participating in today's workforce are Baby Boomers (born 1946 through 1964), Generation X (born 1965 through 1980),
and Millennials (born 1981 through 1996). Post-Millennials were born 1997 through today and are just aging into the workforce. Consider the age
factor in benefits decisions. Older workers may appreciate long-term care insurance or cyber security insurance. Younger employees may choose
discount programs and childcare assistance. With three generations of workers currently in the field, you will no doubt discover that each group tends
to approach their priorities differently. Knowing the generations in your organization can guide you in developing a fair and balanced portfolio of
benefits. This is important with regard to non-traditional offerings, as you want to make sure that you have something
to present to every member of your team.
As of 2019, the three major generations in today's for-profit workforce are enjoying several important
gains. Some benefits that already existed are being increased. For example, new mothers, who previously
had six weeks off will now get 18 to 20 weeks, and parental leave for fathers, partners and adoptive parents
have seen an increase from two weeks to 12 weeks. A major for-profit employer is also adding caregiver
leave of two weeks, bereavement leave up to four weeks and short-term disability at 100% pay for up to
eight weeks followed by 65% pay for up to 26 weeks.²⁶ Creative leaders of nonprofits can take this
example and make it happen, as well.
Creating a Contributory Culture
The first step is to create a culture that entices top performers to stay. A recent survey²⁷ shows that
Millennials choose the following three top factors when evaluating a job offer. We should assume these
will remain important throughout their tenure:
•

Compensation Conversations. Develop a clear and reliable compensation philosophy with strong guidelines
that speak to your nonprofit's culture. You should describe your resources and chief values. What means the most
when you're deciding an employee's value — their efforts, outcomes or seniority? Make clear what qualifies an employee
for promotion or a raise. A steadfast, transparent approach to pay will help employees choose you. Appropriate pay motivates workers, so
remember that they see their pay level as a statement of their worth.

•

Workplace Balance. Following life's passions should not be lost in order to work.

•

Workplace Flexibility. Work from home options, telecommuting or other flexible options can allow more people to work while handling other
parts of their lives. Current technology and a strengthened
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Three other factors are important as well:
•

Respect. A culture that respects the worker's voice and integrity will always be valued.

•

Interesting Work. Here, nonprofits often have the edge. Just don't assume that paper pushers feel close to the mission.

•

Autonomy. Overbearing bosses can micromanage an employee right out the door so train your managers to develop an accepting attitude.
"Benefits are becoming more complex and customized than ever before, as employees desire
more flexibility and personal relevance from their benefits packages."²⁸

Essential Benefits
The government dictates some rules regarding benefits, and the way you approach them might affect your taxes or those of your employees. Benefits
are seen as non-wage compensation, and they're divided into two major groups: essential benefits and fringe benefits.
First, the following five benefit categories are considered essential:
•

Paid leave. This includes sick days, holiday pay, personal time off and vacation days.

•

Supplementary pay. This could be overtime or shift differentials such as night-shift pay.

•

Insurance. Plans covering life, health or disability.

•

Retirement plans. Today, these are mostly savings contributions in 403b plans, though it could be a pension.

•

Legally required benefits. These are Social Security, taxes and workers compensation.

You may hear about some companies that provide non-traditional benefits. They argue that traditional group benefits such as health insurance are
too expensive, too complex and too generic for a diverse workforce. And it can truly be a challenge to offer them. According to one report, less
than 50% of small businesses offer group health insurance and offerings of retirement savings plans have dropped below 15 percent.²⁹ Nonprofit
organizations could be well below the national average in affording costly services. It's critical to listen to your employees regarding their needs.
Any benefit not in the five categories listed above would be considered a fringe benefit. Given your particular situation, such perks can increase your
employees' spending power while staying more within your fiscal boundaries.
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Tailored-to-Fit "Fringe" Benefits
The days of simply providing essential benefits like health insurance and retirement plans are over. Personalized benefits are a growing trend in
Human Capital management that helps nonprofits leverage their budgets to attract loyal employees. Employers usually offer a selection from which
individual workers may choose. An overwhelming 73% of employees surveyed report that having benefits customized to meet their needs would
increase their loyalty to their employer. Moreover, 60% reported that they were willing to contribute to the costs of customized benefits. And 83%
said they would agree to a small cut in pay for better choices. Both sides agree that non-medical benefits are important.
Some employers refer to them as "fringe" benefits. Whether you use that term, call them "customized" or go by some other name, creativity is key.
Financial education benefits also align well. While only 18% of employers (including for-profits) are offering programs, planning, education, workshops
or tools for financial wellness, it is clear that many employees would find benefits that support financial education and empowerment helpful. Sixtyfour percent of employees who are offered some financial education are more likely to feel financially fit.³⁰
Wellness programs are gaining popularity as benefits choices. For good reason, health-related and wellness employee benefits have increased by
about half in recent years. Companies recognize that healthy employees perform better on the job and take fewer sick days.
Certainly, hand-in-hand with creativity is listening to your employees. If none of your workers need childcare benefits, don't waste money — not to
mention time and effort—into setting up that option. Yet, when an employee mentions a need for something, even when it's uncommon, you should
consider it. For example, giveaways could expand to free food, daycare, dry cleaning services and massage services.
A significant 71% of employees say they're satisfied with their current benefits, but it's nonetheless important to keep abreast of potential options
for the future.
CAUTION: Some fringe benefits can create a tax liability or business credit. Check with a tax advisor as part of your benefits planning.
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Putting Families First
The latest trend in benefits most coveted by workers is paid family leave. In a recent survey, a notable 58% said they want paid family leave, and
two-thirds of those were Millennials. A recent online poll of nearly 1,250 working US adults reported that paid family leave outranks other popular
perks such as flexible work schedules and student loan repayment assistance. Only a handful of the 193 countries in the United Nations lacks a paid
parental leave law. The United States is the only first-world nation to be in that meager group.³¹ Currently, only five states mandate some form of paid
leave. Additionally, only 38% of organizations offer any form of paid parental leave.³² Even modest benefits of this type can impact retention. Benefits
for families can be more than paid maternity/paternity leave. It might include childcare assistance, adoption/fertility assistance and even lactation
support.
Organize Your Benefits
When asking for benefits suggestions, you should organize the offerings by their general purpose. Then, organize their purposes around the following:
•

Buying and banking benefits. Stretch their pay with gift cards, loans, discount programs, flexible spending accounts and more.

•

Lifestyle benefits. Make childcare, elder care, adoption assistance, cyber security insurance and legal assistance affordable.

•

Personal care and improvement benefits. Help them achieve educational goals, improve health and build career security.

•

Financial safety nets. Home warranty, homeowner's insurance and long-term care insurance protect them from potential financial crises.

"Today's diverse workforce—spanning three generations from millennials to baby boomers – look at work, life, money and
finances in totally different ways. Matching voluntary benefits to the three generations in the workforce allows employees to
customize their selection based on their wants and needs." – Elizabeth Halkos, Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal³³
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5
Offer Development Tools to Groom Current (and Future) Leaders

Leadership development is an attractive benefit that is becoming
commonplace in the current job market. About half of Millennials
expect their company to help pay for leadership training,
and 60% say they'd prefer a job that provides professional
development over one that provides regular pay raises.
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How Know-How Helps
First, employees want to gain mastery over current job and life challenges. But then, one in five will leave their current position in search of a job
that provides additional professional development opportunities.³⁴ Nearly a third of workers say education would help them feel more engaged and
loyal. Yet fewer than half of businesses offer leadership training. Even fewer offer mentoring or career counseling. Think about offering all that with
these four levels of staff development.³⁵
•

On-the-job training. Hands-on, informal and unstructured, make use of available resources.

•

Training and Development. Professional, expert and targeted instruction.

•

Capability development. Organizational focus to benefit your workplace culture.

•

Talent and performance training. Offered as part of a benefit program in career development.

Try to make education an ongoing process with multiple built-in opportunities. On-the-job training can be the most cost-effective approach for
smaller organizations. Coaching fosters teamwork and saves funds by working internally. Leadership education is important to succession planning as
well as retention. Whatever their path, give employees the opportunity to practice and implement the skills and knowledge they have gained.
Leadership Realities
In the past, businesses had two ways of moving people up to leadership levels: Climbing the ladder through promotions or following a career path
that included educational leadership development. Today's post-recession workers feel the need to protect their careers from further economic
downturns by staying employed where they can receive training and development. In a tight market, you should expect to include some training in
their benefits package. The best practice for this situation is to make an effort to align their leadership development with the anticipated needs of
your nonprofit.³⁶
Your nonprofit might be overdue in training new leaders. Baby Boomers who started organizations decades ago are retiring or preparing to retire
from their leadership positions. Add to that, about half of current young professionals will leave the nonprofit sector. If you're facing an upcoming
leadership crisis, by all means focus on leadership training. Your workforce will enjoy a successful career path, and your nonprofit will benefit from
well-trained leaders who know how to take your organization forward.
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Development 101: Begin Simply
One of the best ways to offer career development is to build leadership skills through practical hands-on experience. It will help your managerial staff
to know their organization well so encourage managers to delegate and coach where needed in order to build a list of success stories.
Some cost-effective ideas to start you in the process include:³⁷
•

Team leadership. Team members organize and run a meeting or event.

•

Communication. Employees present verbal reports at a monthly meeting or create material for an internal newsletter.

•

Volunteer leadership. They're in charge of coaching volunteers to assist with a fundraiser or other campaign.

•

Project ownership. Employees manage projects, such as appreciation events or redesigning your website.

A Sensible Approach
While you're considering how to best juggle all the possible educational benefits, take a pragmatic look at the costs.
There's a simple formula you can use to maximize educational effectiveness without breaking the budget. The Center
for Creative Leadership³⁸ promotes a cost-effective model for leadership development that you should consider:
•

Begin with 70% on-the-job learning

•

Add 20% coaching and mentoring

•

Round it out with 10% formal training

Many nonprofits fail to follow this guiding principle and the result is often an unfocused, unsuccessful training program
that does little more than pay lip service to the idea of leadership development.
Make Mentoring Happen
Do your managers notice emerging leaders in their teams? You can design a formal mentoring program or keep it informal, as you see fit. Make sure
they have a safe space to learn so that they can accelerate learning. Allow time during work for mentoring sessions. If your nonprofit cannot support
an internal mentoring program, you may be able to partner with other local organizations and businesses for potential mentors. Resources include
the Aspire Foundation, which provides global, free online mentoring to women working in nonprofits. Search online to find the numerous mentortraining resources available.
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Affording Formal Training
As you know, finding adequate funds for your training initiatives can be a challenge. There are ways to leap past those hurdles. Here are some possible
means of funding formal leadership development in your nonprofit:
•

Nontraditional grants. Check online for the specific kind of training you want funded. Taproot Foundation provides service grants in some cities.

•

Free and Low-Cost Online Classes. Some valuable opportunities await online, such as the SBA's and SCORE's free online training on business
topics and other online courses offered through organizations such as FutureLearn, Coursera and +Acumen.

•

Local colleges or universities. Some schools still allow people to audit classes.

•

Connect with Corporations. Your corporate partners might be willing to invite your staff to join their development trainings for free or low cost.

•

Pull from your board of directors. Form a board committee to focus on leadership development training.

Funds spent on leadership training provide high returns on investment (ROI). And this ROI isn't just fiscal. It's a great way to increase your mission
impact, bring in higher revenues, control costs and provide for greater stability as you build employee loyalty. Strengthen your training programs to
focus on success in achieving leadership roles, and employees will stay as they reach for the heights of leadership succession.
Logic Dictates
A recent study showed that only a third of nonprofit executives rose through the ranks of their organization. If two-thirds of nonprofits are having to
hire executives from outside, that suggests they lack appropriate leadership development. They may even be neglecting larger strategic issues. The
results of this lack of focused strategy means that nonprofits are not rising to meet the challenge of diversifying their leadership in race, ethnicity, or
educational background. It's critical that they improve their ability to groom talent from within.
You may experience push-back from an executive who doesn't want to dedicate resources to leadership development. The truth is, some leaders
dislike the idea of training their replacements. It makes them feel that their time is coming to an end. If that's true in your nonprofit's case, you will
need to explain that a strong leader is someone who prepares for the inevitable, which includes future changes. It will likely help if your organization's
board of directors makes succession planning a part of the job description for all executives. A legacy can be ruined by leadership succession that is
ill-planned. Instead, your executive has the opportunity to make an enduring mark on your organization by leaving it in capable hands.
And, often, the best way to do this is to promote from within.
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"How can it be that only one in three organizations is capable of developing its own furture executive?"
— Mark Athitakis, Associations Now³⁹

In Conclusion
The cost of turnover is well-reported and painful. Your nonprofit loses funds in many ways when an employee leaves. First, you have to deal with
separation costs that include exit interviews, severance pay and possibly even higher unemployment rates. You'll also have to deal with lost productivity
of the departing employee and the coworkers who must fill in after that person leaves. Then there are the replacement costs that include advertising,
agency fees, applicant screenings, physicals and/or drug testing, interviewing, background checks, employment testing, hiring bonuses, and perhaps
travel or relocation costs. Once you've hired a replacement, you'll still have to pay for the costs of orientation, onboarding, certifications, on-the-job
training, uniforms and instructional literature. It's a lot. And it's costly in more than money. You may lose someone with vital institutional knowledge.
At the very least, your team's energies will be drawn into this process of losing and replacing a team member — a plank in the community's shelter.
And with each plank that falls away, the structure of your organization loses stability, the refuge becomes less secure.
Weigh all of that against the efforts and investment of advancing employee engagement and retention. Beyond avoiding those negatives, you can rest
assured that you are constructing a fortress — a sturdy and vital shelter — strengthened by your thriving work environment that empowers people to
enjoy meaningful, effective careers. They will work with sustained passion to serve the community, and the citadel you build will continue to stand.
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Connect with Us

UST provides nonprofits with workforce solutions to help better manage human resources from an employee’s
first day to their last. Stay up-to-date with the latest in nonprofit fundraising, national trends, legislative
updates, research, webinars and more by signing up for UST’s monthly eNews: www2.chooseust.org/eNews.

Blog
Visit ChooseUST.org/blog for articles on nonprofit human resources, unemployment, budgets, ideas, and more.

Social

www.Twitter.com/USTTrust or @USTTrust
www.Facebook.com/ChooseUST
www.LinkedIn.com/In/ChooseUST
www.Vimeo.com/ChooseUST
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